Dear Riders,

We hope this message finds you safe and healthy. All of the staff and horses are faring well, and we greatly miss seeing all of our friends.

Unfortunately, we have been told that we are closed until further notice due to COVID-19 concerns.

At this point we will not be holding a spring lesson session. For those who had already registered for classes, we will keep a credit on your household for you to use in your next session.

The following events have also fallen victim to the virus:

- Spring Nature Ride
- Dressage Show
- Private Horse Hunter Pace
- Spring Clinic
- Mother’s Day Trail Ride
- Family Fun Day
- LSS Student Hunter Pace
- All pony programs & workshops

Some of these events may be rescheduled.

It was a hard decision to cancel these major events – especially those in May – since we have no way of knowing where we will stand with the Coronavirus at that time. We are being proactive to discourage large gatherings. Also, we are concerned for everyone’s safety in light of the fact that our normal riding routine has been interrupted for an extended period of time.

We will continue to keep you updated as we receive more information. Hopefully we will get back to normalcy sooner than later. In the meantime, to get your daily horse fix keep up with JJ on Instagram (instagram/jjtheponylss).

Margie Margentino
Manager, Lord Stirling Stable
Somerset County Park Commission
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Basking Ridge, New Jersey 07920
908-766-5955 (fax) 908-766-9783
mmargentino@scparks.org